[Doppler tissue imaging: a new method in the study of diastolic function in left ventricular hypertrophy].
Many factors influence diastolic function indexes obtained by monitoring left ventricular filling. Recent reports suggest that the study of myocardial wall velocity with Doppler tissue imaging (DTI) can give diastolic function parameters that are less affected by the same factors. An altered diastolic function has been demonstrated with invasive methods in patients with left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH). The aims of this study were 1) to compare a group of healthy subjects with a group of patients with LVH and presumably affected by diastolic dysfunction, to try to demonstrate if DTI could give new indexes to discriminate between the two groups; 2) to compare the indexes obtained with DTI against the ones given by Doppler study of left ventricular filling in the two populations. Forty-two patients with LVH were compared to forty normal subjects. We studied the posterior wall velocity with pulsed DTI from parasternal view, measuring the early diastolic velocity (E'), the late diastolic velocity (A') and the E'/A' ratio. In addition, we estimated the usual ventricular filling parameters and the time interval between R wave of ECG and the peaks of E' and E waves. At left ventricular filling, patients with LVH showed an increase in A-wave peak velocity (mean 75.3 cm/s versus 66.4 cm/s; p < 0.05) and prolonged deceleration time (mean 216 ms versus 181 ms; p < 0.05), as compared to normal reference subjects. E-wave peak velocity and E/A ratio did not differ between the two groups. At DTI, patients with LVH had decreased early diastolic velocity (E') (mean 9 cm/s versus 12 cm/s; p < 0.05) and E'/A' ratio (mean 1.53 versus 1.91; p < 0.05) as compared to the control group. We observed an inverse correlation between E' wave and age in normal subjects. There was no correlation between the early diastolic myocardial velocity (E') and early inflow velocity (E) in both groups. A correlation was found between A and A' waves in normal subjects, but not in hypertrophic ones. The E'-wave peak always preceded the E-wave peak in all the subjects. Diastolic function indexes achieved by DTI can offer additional information that is independent of the data derived from left ventricular filling.